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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study some analytic properties of certain sequences of 
special functions called Sheffer sequences. Many classical sequences [16, 
Chap. 43, such as factorial, Hermite, Bernoulli, Laguerre, and Stirling 
polynomials, are Sheffer sequences. Our study involves extensions to spaces 
of entire functions of the umbra1 methods developed by Roman, Rota, and 
their collaborators [12, 16, 17, IS] to study the space of polynomials 
C[x]. In Section 5, we work out several examples of our theory for specific 
Sheffer sequences. 
We say that a sequence {s,(x)} of complex polynomials is a Shejjfer 
sequence if 
m &z(x) A(t) exBcr) = C nr t”, 
n=O . 
where A(t) is a formal power series with non-zero constant term and B(t) is 
a formal power series with zero constant term but non-zero coefficient of t. 
Here, as in most of this paper, we follow the terminology of Roman [16]. 
Many other authors, such as Boas and Buck [l], concentrate instead on 
the sequence {s,(x)/n! } (for a discussion of and references to various 
authors’ terminology see [16, p. 191 or [ 1, p. 333). Our assumptions on 
the series A(t) and B(t) are equivalent to A(t) having an algebraic inverse 
and B(t) having a compositional inverse in the algebra C[ [t]] of formal 
power series in t. Hence there are series f( t) and g(t) for which 
1 A(t) exE(‘) = - VTt, - e- 
s(f(t)) 
- “TO 9 t”, (1.1) 
where we use j’(ct) to denote the compositional inverse of f(t). Following 
Roman [16, Theorem 2.3.4 and Formula (2.3.3), pp. 18-191, we say that 
the sequence s,(x) is Sheffer for (g(t), f(t)) when formula (1.1) holds, in 
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which case g(t) must have an algebraic inverse and f(t) must have a com- 
positional inverse. For examples of Sheffer sequences which are important 
in combinatorics and applied mathematics, see [ 16, Chap. 4, pp. 53-130, 1, 
pp. 288421. In Section 5, we illustrate some of the general results in this 
paper for factorial, exponential, actuarial, and Laguerre polynomials. For 
most classical examples of Sheffer sequences, the series f(t) and g(t) have 
positive radius of convergence, so -that the series in (1.1) converges in a 
neighborhood of the origin in (x, t) space. However, formula (1.1) makes 
sense as a formal expansion [ 16, p. 4) in any case. 
Following Roman [ 16, p. 421, for each Sheffer sequence we define a 
Sheffer operator as the linear operator on the space of polynomials C[x] 
given by A,,(xn) = s,(x). Particularly important is the case g(t) = 1. In this 
case we call the Sheffer sequence for (1, f(t)) the associated sequence for 
f(t) [16, p. 171, and we write $for A,,, and call it the umbra1 operator for 
f(t) or for its associated sequence [ 16, pp. 37-381. 
The main goal of this paper is to determine Banach and Frtchet spaces 
of entire functions between which Sheffer operators, umbra1 operators, and 
related operators can be extended as continuous linear operators. We also 
determine when these extensions are one-one or invertible. Thus we will be 
able to extend some of the umbra1 methods, developed by Roman, Rota, 
and their collaborators [12, 16, 17, 181 for studying polynomials, to study 
spaces of entire functions. We will particularly emphasize various expan- 
sion theorems. For instance, if C c,x, converges in norm in the domain of 
the Sheffer operator Ag,j. and we let h(x) = A,,(2 c,,x,), we obtain the 
norm-convergent expansion 
h(x) = 1 w?l(xh (1.2) 
and, depending on whether I,, is one-one or not, we will also obtain a 
uniqueness or non-uniqueness result for the expansion of formula (1.2). For 
statements of typical results, see Theorems (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) below. Of 
course there is a well-developed theory describing when expansions like 
that in formula (1.2) exist and are uniformly convergent on compacta. Boas 
and Buck [ 1, Section lo] even show how one can increase the number of 
functions h(x) for which expansions can be found, by relaxing the 
requirement of convergence to simmability by some method. Our results 
go in the other direction, emphasizing convergence in norms stronger than 
uniform convergence on compacta. We will be able to find positive 
numbers p and r for which the expansion in Formula (1.2) satisfies 
lim sup h(x)- i 
(I 
cksk(x) exp( -r 1x1”) = 0, (1.3) 
n-m x k=O 
where the sup is taken over the entire complex plane. 
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Naturally, for smaller values of p and r, which imply more rapid 
convergence, the class of functions h(x) for which (1.3) is valid becomes 
smaller. However, for functions of exponential type, which correspond to 
p = 1 in formula (1.3), we will be able to prove convergence for an 
appropriate r for functions h(x) of essentially the same exponential type for 
which Boas and Buck [ 1, Section lo] prove uniform convergence on 
compacta. In fact when the function f( t) = B(t) of formula (1.1) is analytic 
on a disc on which it is not univalent, we can handle functions of larger 
type (see Example 5.2). 
The essence of what Roman [16] calls the “modern classical umbra1 
calculus,” particularly in its most polished form [ 163, is a representation of 
the dual space of C[x] as the algebra of formal power series C[[t]] in 
such a way that important linear operators on C[x] have adjoints which 
relate well to the algebraic structure of C[[t]]. The explicit definition of 
this duality is [ 16, p. 61: 
(1.4) 
Under this definition, multiplication by f(t) = C c, t” on C[ [t]] is the 
adjoint of the operator [16, pp. 12-131 
(1.5) 
and the adjoint A? of the umbra1 operator & is the automorphism of 
C[ [t]] given by the formal power series composition [ 16, Formula (3.4.1), 
P. 381 JjYd = g0.f 
We will study the continuity properties of the linear operators in the 
umbra1 calculus by considering Banach spaces of entire functions of the 
complex variable x whose dual or predual space is a Banach subalgebra of 
C[ [t]]. We then prove the continuity of the adjoint operators. The con- 
tinuity of the adjoint operators will also allow us to prove operator-norm 
convergence for the expansion theorems in C[ [ t] J [16, Th. 2.3.2, p. 181 
which are “dual” to the expansion of Formula ( 1.2) (see Theorem (4.11) 
and (7.3) and Corollary (4.12) below). 
In Section 2 we describe some of the spaces of entire functions we will be 
considering, state our basic results, and collect some simple lemmas about 
continuous operators between spaces of entire functions. The remainder of 
the paper is then divided into two nearly independent parts. In Sections 3-5 
we consider spaces of entire functions of exponential type. The duals of 
these spaces are Banach algebras of analytic functions which can be studied 
by elementary or at least standard techniques augmented by two very nice 
results of D. J. Newman [13, 141. Section5 contains examples which 
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illustrate the general theory developed in Sections 3 and 4. In Sections 6 
and 7 we consider spaces of functions of exponential order less than one. 
Here the dual spaces are radical Banach algebras of power series, studied 
by the methods of [4,6]. No examples are worked out in this case because 
one feature of the theory is that the results for spaces of functions of 
exponential order less than one do not depend on the particular Sheffer 
sequence, as long as the series f(t) and g(t) of Formula (1.1) have positive 
radius of convergence. Just as in our earlier paper [7], the functions of 
minimal type are a boundary case and the “same” results appear for these 
functions in Section 3 and 4 as in Sections 6 and 7, though, again as in [7], 
the proofs in Sections 6 and 7 actually give stronger convergence. 
2. BASIC RESULTS AND TERMINOLOGY 
As in [7] we say that a Banach or Frechet space topology on a vector 
space E of power series in t or x is natural if the coefftcient projections are 
all continuous. It follows from the closed graph theorem that a space can 
have at most one natural FrCchet topology. The natural topology on 
C[ [t]] is the weak topology given by the coefficient projections 
CCnt”-+C,; and the natural topology on the space of entire functions is 
the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. The theory of Banach 
algebras of power series which we will use from [6] holds for very general 
Banach spaces, but for simplicity we will emphasize only weighted 1’ 
subalgebras of C[ [t] 1. 
If (on}; is a sequence of positive numbers, I’(w,) is the Banach space of 
formal power series f(t) = CF c,t” for which the norm 
IlfII,. = Il./-II = c Icnl wrl 
is finite. We will usually only consider {wn} for which I’(o,) is a Banach 
algebra, i.e., for which w,+, <o,o,,, for all m and n (cf. [4, Lemma (2.8), 
p. 6451) and we normally restrict ourselves to w, = r”/(n!)” for some r > 0 
and E > 0. Under the duality of formula (1.4), I’(w,) has predual c,(n!/w,) 
and dual space P(n!/w,) where h(x) = Cr c,x, belongs to P(n!/w,) if and 
only if the norm 
ll~(~M,!~~. = IlW)ll = sup IvW4J 
is finite, and co(n!/w,) is the subspace of P(n!/w,) containing those h(x) 
for which lim Ic,n!/w,I = 0. 
When we consider functions of exponential type, we will use w, = r”. An 
easy calculation shows that 
IW)l e- r’x’ G lM.!,F (2.1) 
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for all complex x. Hence if h(x) belongs to P(n!/P), then I/z(x)/ = O(e”“‘); 
and norm convergence in f”(n!/r”) implies convergence in the complex 
plane in the weighted sup norm with weight e-‘lx’. The converse is not 
quite true, but standard arguments (like those used to determine the size of 
the coefficients of a series from its exponential type [IO, p. 781) show that 
if Ih(x)l a= O(e”“‘), then h(x) is in F(n!/r”), and if [h(x)1 fi = 
o(er’“‘) then h(x) is in c,Jn!/P). 
The hypotheses of our continuity theorems and expansion theorems for 
Sheffer operators and polynomials will involve the “size” of the functions 
A(t) = M3tf(r>) and B(t) =At) 
of generating formula (1.1). A convenient measure of the size of functions 
d(t) analytic on the open disc D(r) of radius r about the origin is 
v,(4(t)) = SUP Mf)l, 
111 <r 
(2.2) 
with v,(&t)) = I&O)\. With this terminology, our basic results for functions 
of exponential type are: 
THEOREM (2.3). Suppose that s,(x) is the Scheffer sequence for 
(g(t),f(t)) and that B(t)=f(t) and A(t)= l/g(f(t)) belong to Zl(r”). Zf 
v,(f(t)) =s and the coefficients of the power series for f(t) are real and of 
constant or alternating sign, or lfv,(f( t)) < s, then ;Ig,r is a bounded operator 
from c,(n!/r”) to cO(n!/s”). 
THEOREM (2.4). Suppose that A,, is a bounded operator from c,(n!/r”) to 
cO(n!/s”) and that AA,B is a bounded operator from c,(n!/q”) to cO(n!/rn). Zf 
h(x) belongs to cO(n!/q”) and c, = ( g(t) f(t)“1 h(x))/n!, then c, = o(n!/r”) 
and h(x) = Cp c,s,(x) with convergence in the norm of cO(n!/s”) and with 
lim sup h(x) -i c,s,(x) ePslXl = 0 
k+m x 0 
Theorem (2.3) is a special case of Theorem (3.8)(A), and Theorem (2.4) 
is part of Theorem (4.7). As the examples in Section 5 show, these special 
cases are often adequate for applications. The analogous norm convergence 
theorem for the power series expansion theorem [ 16, Theorem 2.3.2, p. 183 
is given in Theorem (4.11) and Corollary (4.12). As we observed in formula 
(2.1) and the discussion following it, the norms ((h(x)((.!,, are related to the 
exponential type of h(x) (see also formula (3.11) below). Thus normed- 
mapping results and expansion theorems as in Theorems (2.3) and (2.4) 
have easy corollaries for spaces of functions of less than or equal to some 
fixed exponential type (see Theorems (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14)). 
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For functions of exponential order less than one, the mapping and 
expansion theorems are independent of the “size” off(t) and l/g(f(t)), as 
long as these functions are analytic in a neighborhood of the origin. As an 
example we have the following result. 
THEOREM (2.5 ). Suppose that f(t) and g(t) are analytic in a 
neighborhood of the origin and that s,(x) is the Sheffer sequence for 
(g(t), f(t)). Let E be the space of entire functions of at most minimal 
exponential type, or the space of functions of exponential order no more than 
p, for some fixed 0 < p < 1. Then A.,, is a linear homeomorphism of E in its 
natural Frechet topology, and if h(x) belongs to E it has a unique expansion 
h(x) = CF c,s,(x) convergent in the topology of E. 
Theorem (2.5) is part of Theorems (6.6) and (7.2), with the functions of 
minimal type considered in Theorem (6.10). The dual result for power 
series expansions is Theorem (7.3). 
For applications of our techniques to infinite-order differential equations, 
see Theorem (6.3) and (6.4). For growth estimates of Sheffer sequences see 
formulas (3.9), (6.11), and (6.13). 
Suppose that T is a linear transformation on the space C[x] of 
polynomials, and let T* be its adjoint on C[ [t]] (see [16, Formula (3.3.1) 
p. 341). As we pointed out in the Introduction, our goal in this paper is to 
determine, for specific operators T, such as Sheffer operators, natural 
Banach and Frechet spaces of entire functions between which T has a con- 
tinuous extension. As we mentioned earlier, we will do this by proving the 
continuity of T* on appropriate dual and predual spaces. To do this we 
will frequently need the following simple, essentially known, lemma which 
describes explicitly the relation between the mapping properties of T 
and T*. 
LEMMA (2.6). Suppose that T is a linear operator on the space C[x] of 
polynomials with T*(tk) = hk(t) and that (0,) and {pun} are sequences of 
positive numbers. Then the following are equivalent: 
(A) T has a (necessarily unique) extension to a bounded operator from 
dnVw,) to c0WIhJ 
PI T* maps I’@“) to ll(o,) (the restriction map is necessarily 
continuous). 
(C) T has a (necessarily unique) weak*-continuous extension from 
l”(n!/~,) to P(n!/p,). 
(D) hk(t) belongs to l’(o.r,) for all k, and IlhJt)jl,. = O(p,). 
Moreover, when the above conditions hold, the maps in (A)-(C) have the 
same operator norm, which is M = sup I( hk( t)ll/j+. 
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Proof The uniqueness in (A) and (C) follows from the fact that the 
polynomials are dense in c,(n!/o,) and are weak*-dense in P(n!/o,). The 
continuity in (B) follows from the closed graph theorem (cf. [6, p. 71). 
Now suppose that (A) holds and let T’ be the Banach space adjoint 
of the extension of T to cO(n!/o,). Then T’ is a bounded operator from 
I’@,,) to I’(o,) with the same norm as T. For any f(t) in Z’(p,,) and 
any polynomial p(x), we have (Ax)1 W(t)> = (Q(x)lf(t)) = 
(p(x)1 T*f(t)) so that T’(f(t))= T*(f(t)) for all f(t) in Ii( proving 
(B). 
Suppose that (B) holds; then the Banach space adjoint of 
T*: ll(pL,)-rll(w,) is a bounded and weak*-continuous map from 
P(n!/o,) to /“(n!/p,J which agrees with Ton the polynomials, so that (C) 
holds; and the operator norms in (B) and (C) are the same. 
Next suppose that (C) holds. Since T maps the space of polynomials 
C[x] into itself and T is a bounded operator, the extension of T maps 
c,(n!/o,), the norm closure of the polynomials in I” (n!/o,), into c,(n!/p,). 
This shows that (A)-(C) are equivalent and that the norms of the 
operators are the same. 
To complete the proof, we prove the equivalence of (B) and (D). If (B) 
holds, then Ilh,Jt)ll d I/T*11 I(tkll = IIT*IIpL,, so (D) holds with M< (IT*Il. 
Conversely, if (D) holds and if f(t) = C c, t” belongs to 1 ‘(pn), we have 
IIT*S(t)ll = &k,(G <MC lc,~ pL,=~llf(z)l/, 
II II 
so that (B) holds with JIT*(l GM. This completes the proof. 
Notice that the above proof shows that a weak*-continuous extension 
exists in part (C) if and only if a norm-continuous extension exists (but of 
course the norm-continuous extension is not unique). We will use the same 
symbols and names for the unique extensions of T as for T. For instance, 
A,, stands for the Sheffer operator on C[x] and for its unique continuous 
extensions. Also we will say )1,, is a bounded operator from cO(n!/o,) to 
c,,(n!/p,) instead of saying, more accurately, that A,, extends to such a 
bounded operator. Similarly AZ,, will denote both the map on C[ [t]] and 
its restrictions. Also notice that although we are emphasizing l’(o,) and its 
dual and predual, the above lemma holds, with the same proof, for Ip(o,,) 
and similar Banach spaces of power series (cf. [6]). 
For functions in P(~!/o,) we can use the weak*-continuity of Sheffer 
operators to prove weak*-convergence in expansion theorems. But unless 
the functions belong to cO(n!/o,) we cannot have norm convergence, so we 
cannot directly guarantee weighted-sup convergence, as we could in 
Theorem (2.3). The following well-known lemma shows that we can 
remedy this situation simply by passing to a larger c,-space. 
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LEMMA (2.7). rf lim(w,/p,) = 0, then the inclusion map from l”(n!/W,) 
to cO(n!/pu,) is a compact operator, and every weak*-convergent sequence in 
l”(n!/m,) is norm-convergent in cO(n!/p,). I 
Proof. Under the assumption lim(o,/p,) = 0, the inclusion map is the 
operator-norm limit of the finite-rank operators C,” c, xn + Cg c,xn, and is 
therefore compact. Suppose that h,(x) -+ h(x) weak* in P(n!/o,). Then 
{h,(x)} is norm-bounded in l”(n!/w,) by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 
Therefore it follows from compactness that every subsequence of (h,(x)) 
has a norm-convergent subsubsequence in cO(n!/p,J. Since h,(x) + h(x) in 
C[ [x]] and since cO(n!/p,) is continuous imbedded in C[[x]], it then 
follows that h,(x) --f h(x) in the norm on c,(n!/p,). 
3. BOUNDED OPERATORS ON FUNCTIONS OF EXPONENTIAL TYPE 
In this section we will determine values of r and s for which Sheffer 
operators, and related operators, extend to bounded maps from c,-Jn!/F) to 
c,,(n!/s”) and hence, by Lemma (2.6), to weak*-continuous maps from 
F’(n!/r”) to P(n!/s”). We also determine when these extensions are 
one-one or invertible. Though Lemma (2.6), together with Roman’s 
formula [ 16, formula (3.5.2), p. 421 
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for such an extension to exist, 
much more useful conditions follow from using Roman’s fundamental 




g(t) * g(3W 
(3.1) 
Formula (3.1) expresses the Sheffer operator A,, as a composition of an 
umbra1 operator and a multiplication operator. This formula thus allows us 
to determine the properties of Sheffer operators by studying the simpler 
operators of which they are composed. These simpler operators are also 
important in their own right. We start with multiplication operators. 
By multiplication by f(t), we mean not only power-series multiplication 
in C[ [t]] but also the adjoint of this operator on C[x], given by formula 
(1.5) (and continuous extensions of this adjoint, as in Lemma (2.6)). In 
connection with the following theorem, recall that l’(o,) is a Banach 
algebra if and only if a,+, < o,o, for all m and n. In this section we will 
need only the special case o, = r” of the following theorem. 
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THEOREM (3.2). Suppose that Z’(o,) is a Banach algebra. For any formal 
power series f (t), the following are equivalent: 
(A) Multiplication by f (t) extends to a bounded operator on c,(n!/o,). 
(B) f(t) ~‘h,) s E’(wt). 
(C) Multiplication by f(t) extends to a weak*-continuous operator on 
Zoo(n!/o,). 
(D) f(t) belongs to l‘(o,). 
Moreover, when the above conditions hold, the norm of the operator of 
multiplication by f (t) equals the norm off(t) in I’(w,), and also equals the 
norm of f(t) as a linear functional on c,,(n!/w,) and on I”(n!/o,). 
Proof: The equivalence of (A)-(C) is just Lemma (2.4). The equivalence 
of (B) and (D) follows from the definition of a Banach algebra, and since 
Z’(w,) is a Banach algebra with identity, the norm of f(t) in l’(w,) is 
precisely the norm of multiplication by f(t). Finally, the norms in f’(w,) 
and in c,,(n!/o,) and Y(n!/o,) are defined as dual norms. This completes 
the proof. 
We now determine when multiplication by f(t) is an invertible or one-to- 
one operator in the case o, = r”. Other w, are treated in Section 6. 
THEOREM (3.3). Suppose that f(t) belongs to the Banach algebra I’(F). 
(A) Zf f(t) does not vanish on the closed disc D(r), then multiplication 
by f(t) is an invertible operator on c,(n!/r”), Zm(n!/r”), and Z’(r”). 
(B) Zf f(t,) = 0 for some It,1 < r, then multiplication by f(t) is not 
one-to-one on Im(n!/r”) or invertible on c,(n!/rfl) or l’(F). Zf Ito( <r, 
multiplication by f(t) is not one-to-one on cO(n!/rn). 
Proof The maximal ideal space of the Banach algebra Z’(F) is just the 
closed disc D(r) [3, Section 19, pp. 116-1201. So f(t) does not vanish on 
this disc if and only if l/f(t) belongs to Z’(P). By Theorem (3.2), 
multiplication by l/f(t) is then the inverse to multiplication by f(t) on 
c,(n!/r”), /“(n!/r”), and f’(F). This proves {A) and aIso shows that iff(t) 
does vanish on a(r), then multiplication by f(t) is not an invertible 
operator on I’(P) and therefore not on cO(n!/r”) or lm(n!/rn). 
The function e’Or belongs to lco(n!/r”) if 1 t,l < r, and belongs to c,,(n!/P) if 
I toI < r. Now suppose that f (to) = 0. Then, using the fact that multiplication 
by f(t) is its own adjoint [16, Theorem 2.2.5, p. 131, and using Roman’s 
[ 16, Example 1, p. 1 l] with the roles of x and t interchanged, we have for 
all g(r) in l’(F) that 
(g(t) If(t)e’~>= (f(t)g(t) I e’“>=f(t,)dtd=O. 
Hence f(t)e’” = 0, and the proof is complete. 
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We remark that the same argument that is used above to show 
that f(t) e’05 = 0, when combined with (f(t) g(t) 1 xke’@) = 
(a,(f(t) g(t)) ( e@), which is [16, Theorem 2.1.10, p. lo], shows that iff(t) 
has a zero of order n at t,, thenf(t)(xkefV) = 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 (cf. [ 1, 
Theorem 8.4, p. 25-J). 
We now consider umbra1 operators. Recall that for the umbra1 operator 
,I,, we have $(g(t))= g(f(t)) [16, Formula (3.4.1), p. 381. When j’(t) is 
analytic on a neighborhood of the closed disc a(r), D. J. Newman [14, 
p. 391 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for 31/* to map I’@“) to 
I’(?), and by Lemma (2.6), this is equivalent to &having an extension to a 
bounded map from c,(n!/P) to cO(n!/s”). The following theorem lists some 
more tractable essentially known (see [14] for instance) conditions which 
are adequate for our applications. (The symbol v,(f(t)) is defined in 
formula (2.2) above.) 
THEOREM (3.4). Suppose that f(t) belongs to I’(r”) and that s is a 
positive number. Then 
(A) 3if is a bounded operator from c,(n!/rfl) to c,(n!/s”) if and only zf 
Il3~t)“ll~ = W7. Th e norm is given by IIAJ = sup Ilf(t)“ll/s”. 
(B) If v,(.ft 1) t es, then & is a bounded operator from c,(n!/r”) to 
co(n!/s”). 
(C) If A,- is a bounded operator from q,(n!/r”) to c,(n!/Y), then 
v,(3(t)) G s. 
(D) If there is a to with Ito1 =r and If( = Ilf(t)ll+=s, then 
I13(t)kll = sk for all k, so that 12, is a norm-one map from q,(n!/r”) to 
c,(n!/s”). 
Proof Since AF(tk) = f( t)’ for all k, part (A) follows immediately from 
Lemma (2.6). Since the closed disc b(r) is the maximal ideal space of the 
Banach algebra I’(F) [3, Section 19, pp. 1161201, the rest of the theorem 
follows from the spectral radius formula 
v,(3(t)) =infIl3(t)“ll ‘In = nlyma Ilflt)“ll”“. 
We now describe when 1, is one-one. 
THEOREM (3.5). Suppose that A,- extends to a continuous map from 
q,(n!/r”) to c,(n!/s”). Then 
(A) $ is one-one on F’(n!/r”) if and only zff( t) is a fanach algebra 
generator of I’(P). 
(B) Zf f(t) is univalent on the closed disc b(r) and analytic on a 
neighborhood of this disc, then $ is one-one on l*(n!/r”). 
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(C) If-f(t) is not univalent on D(r), then 2, is not one-one on F(n!/r”). 
If f(t) is not univalent on the open disc D(r), then A,- is not univalent on 
q,(n!/F) either. 
ProoJ Recall that Y(t”) =f(t)“, by [ 16, formula (3.4.1), p. 381, so that 
y: l’(P) + I l(P) has dense range if and only if f(f) is a Banach algebra 
generator of l’(F). Since &: lm(n!/rn) + F’(n!/s”) is the Banach-space 
adjoint of 17 (see the proof of Theorem (2.6)), we have that 5 is one-one 
on Z”(n!/r”) if and only if Y has dense range. This proves (A). The con- 
dition on f(t) in (B) is a special case, adequate for many applications, of 
D. J. Newman’s sufficient condition [ 13, p. 3933 for f(r) to be a generator 
of Z’(F). 
If 1 toI < r, then e’Or belongs to I” (n!/r”), and it belongs to cO(n!/r’) when 
It,( cr. To complete the proof it will be enough to show that 
qey = e-r/vo) (3.6) 
for all IIt,ll <r. Let s,(x) = $(xn) be the Sheffer sequence for (1, f(r)) (that 
is, the associated sequence for f(r)). 
The power series for efW converges to erox weak* in F’(n!/r”), and 
&: Zm(n!/r”) -+ F(n!/s”) is weak*-continuous, by Lemma (2.6). Hence we 
have ,$(e@) = C @“(x)/n!, with the series converging weak* in Y(n!/s”). 
By Lemma (2.7) this series converges in norm in cO(n!/ufl) if s < U, so the 
series converges uniformly on compacta, and hence pointwise, to ,?,-(efv). 
But the generating series formula (1.1) shows that the series converges 
pointwise to eXf(“‘). Hence Af(efoX) = e. XflfO) for all 1 t,( < r, and the theorem is 
proved. 
One might think that it would be possible to further extend the domain 
of A,. if we did not demand norm convergence in some cO(n!/s”), but the 
following result shows that even a very weak convergence, much weaker 
than uniform convergence on compacta, will imply norm convergence. 
THEOREM (3.7). Suppose that & has a continuous extension to a map 
from q,(n!/r”) to C[[x]]; fhenf(t) belongs to I’(?) and there is an s > 0 for 
which Af maps c,Jn!/r”) continuously into c,(n!/s”). 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma (2.6), the topological-vector-space 
adjoint of $ equals 27 as a map from C[[x]]* = C[t] to 
q,(n!/r”)* = f’(r”). Hence 17(f) =f(ct) belongs to I’(F). If s is any number 
greater than v,(f((t)), it follows from Theorem (3.5)(A) that + extends 
uniquely to a continuous map of c,(n!/r”) to c,(n!/s”). 
It follows from the factorization lg./= A,( l/g(f( t))) of Sheffer operators 
given in formula (3.1), together with Theorem (3.2), that &maps c,(n!/r”) 
to c,(n!/s”) if l/g([(f)) belongs to II(F) and if 12, maps cO(n!/rn) into 
c,(n!/s”). Combined with suflicient conditions from Theorem (3.4), this 
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yields the simple sufficient conditions given in Theorem (2.3) for A,, to 
map c,,(n!/r”) to c,,(n!/s”). Other sufficient conditions can be found from 
Theorem (3.4) together with [14]. Also, recall from Lemma (2.6) that &f 
maps c&!/r”) to c,,(n!/s”) if and only if it maps P(n!/r”) to P’(n!/s”), and 
recall that l/g(f(t)) is just the function A(t) in generating formula (1.1). 
The next theorem uses factorization formula (3.1) to obtain further 
information about the Sheffer operator L,, 
THEOREM (3.8). Suppose that A, extends to a bounded operator from 
cO(n!/rn) to cO(n!/s”), and that l/g(f(t)) belongs to l’(F). Then 
(A) A,, has extensions as a bounded operator from c,(n!/r”) to 
c,(n!/s”) and as a weak*-continuous operator from F’(n!/r”) to l”(n!/s”). 
(B) If f( t) is univalent on the closed disc D(r) and is analytic on a 
neighborhood of this disc, and if l/g(f( t)) d oes not vanish on this closed disc, 
then A,, is one-one on la,(n!/r”). 
(C) Zff(t> is not univalent on b(r) or if l/g(f(t)) has a zero in d(r), 
then I,, is not one-to-one on F(n!/r“). 
(D) 4.f is invertible as a map from c,(n!/r”) to c,(n!/s”) (or as a map 
from Z”(n!/r”) to l”(n!/s”)) if and only if both f(t) = at for (a( = r/s and 
l/g(f(t)) does not vanish on a(r). 
Proof As pointed out above, part (A) follows from formula (3.1). By 
Theorems (3.3)(A) and (3.5)(B), the assumptions in part (B) imply that 
l/g(f(t)) and Jf are both one-one on l”“(n!/r”). Hence part (B) also follows 
from the factorization formula (3.1). 
If l/g(f(t)) has a zero on B(r), then, by Theorem (3.3)(B), 
&.f = ~fWd3W)) is not one-one on F’(n!/r”). If l/g(f(t)) has no zero on 
D(r), then multiplication by l/g(f( t)) is an invertible operator on l”(n!/r”). 
In this case A,, is not one-one when Af is not one-one, so that part (C) 
now follows from Theorem (3.5)(C). 
It follows from Lemma (2.6) that if any of the maps &+ cO(n!/r”) + 
c,,(n!/P), A*,/: loo(n!/r”) --* lm(n!/s”), or AZ,/: l’(s”) + l’(r”) are invertible, 
then all three are. If f(t) = at with Ial = r/s, then an easy calculation shows 
that kf is an invertible map from c,(n!/r”) onto c,(n!/s”). If l/g(f(t)) does 
not vanish on b(r), then it defines an invertible multiplication on c,,(n!/r”), 
by Theorem (3.3)(A). Hence )1,, = S( l/g(f(t))) is an invertible map from 
cO(n!/rn) to qJn!/s”). 
Finally, suppose that &f: c,(n!/r”) + q,(n!/s”) is invertible. Then multi- 
plication by l/gcf( t)) must be one-one on c,Jn!/r’). Hence l/g(f(t)) has no 
zeros on D(r), so that this multiplication operator is invertible. Hence, by 
formula (3.1) again, 5 is an invertible operator from cO(n!/rn) to c,(n!/s”). 
Therefore A,* is an invertible operator, and hence an algebra isomorphism, 
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from I’(s”) to I’(P). It then follows from [14, (4), p. 383 that f(r) = t/a, so 
that f(t) = at with /aI = r/s. This completes the proof. 
When 1,, is a bounded operator from c,,(n!/r”) to c,(n!/a”) and s,(x) is 
Sheffer for (g(t), f(t)), we can apply formula (2.1) to get the following 
upper-bound estimate on the magnitude of js,(x)l for all complex x: 
(3.9) 
The following theorem gives a lower bound on Ils,(x)ll. 
THEOREM (3.10). Suppose that s,(x) is Shefir for (g(t),f(t)). If 
g(0) = l/c andf’(0) = l/u, then 
(A) ll.dx)ll d/co, 2 Ica”ln!lo,. 
(B) 0” &,i q,(n!/p,) -+ c,,(n!/w,), then on/p, 2 Mlu”l for some 
positive M. 
Proof. The duality formula for s,(x) ([16, formula (2.3.1) p. 173, 
repeated as formula (4.1) below) shows that the leading term of s,(x) is 
cunxn. Hence Ils,(x)ll 2 IIcunxnll = Jcu”l n!/o,. Then if (B) holds, &(x”/n!) 
=s,(x)/n! implies that Jcu”l/w, < II&J p,, which proves (B) and 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
As is clear from formula (2.1) and the discussion following it, the norms 
in cO(n!/rn) are closely related to exponential type. In fact, standard results 
on coefficients of entire functions [ 10, Theorem 4.13.1, p. 781 show that if 
we let 
(A) E, = f-j c,(n!/r”) for O<r<co,and 
r>r (3.11) 
(B) 8, = u c,(n!/r”) for O<T<OO, 
l<T 
then E, is the collection of entire functions of exponential type t or less, 
and 8, is the space of functions of type less than r. 
Formula (3.1 l)(A) shows that E, has the natural Frechet topology given 
by the norms Ilh(x)ll,!,~ for r > r. As we pointed out at the beginning of 
Section 2, natural Frechet topologies are unique. Hence this topology on 
E, is the same as the topology given by the weighted sup norms 
Ilh(x)ll = sup Ih( e-rlxi 
for r > r. The space 8, cannot be given a natural Frtchet topology but only 
a topology as an inductive limit of Banach spaces. 
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We can use the intersections and unions in formula (3.11) to apply the 
mapping theorems proved in this section for c,(n!/r) to prove mapping 
theorems for the spaces E, and 8,. These extensions are consequences of, 
and hence are weaker than, the analogous theorems for c,(n!/r”). The 
hypotheses are much simpler and involve only the value of v,(f(t)) (recall 
formula (2.2)), the non-vanishing of l/g(f(t)), and the univalence of f(t), 
without the added hypotheses needed in the stronger normed-space 
theorems (like Theorem (3.8)). Recall again that l/g(j’((t)) and f(t) are the 
functions A(t) and B(t) in generating formula (1.1). 
THEOREM (3.12). Suppose f(t) and l/g(f(t)) are analytic on a 
neighborhood of the closed disc b(r). Zf v,(f( t)) < s, then 
(A) L, extenu3 to a continuous map from E, to E,. 
(B) If Mf(t)) h us no zeros on the closed disc B(r) and if f( t) is 
univalent on a neighborhood of the disc, then I,, is one-one on E,. 
(Cl If l/d’(t)) h us a zero in b(r) or iff(t) is not uniuulent on D(r), 
then A,, is not one-one on E,. 
Proof. Since f(t) is a continuous function, we have that v,(j’(t)) is a 
continuous function of a. Hence we can choose sequences { rk } and { sk} of 
numbers decreasing to r and s, respectively, with vJf(t)) < sk. We may 
also assume that l/g(J( t)) and f( t) are analytic on the open disc D(rk), and 
in part (B) we can assume both that l/g(f(t)) has no zeros on D(rk) and 
that f(t) is univalent on this disc. Now suppose that h(x) has exponential 
type no more than r. Then h(x) belongs to all cJn!/(rJ”). It follows from 
Theorems (3.4)(B) and (3.8)(A) (or from Theorem (2.3)) that IzJh(x)) 
belongs to all cO(n!/(sk)“), and hence it follows from formula (3.11)(A) that 
A,Jh(x)) belongs to E,. Also, under the assumptions of (B), it follows 
from Theorem (3.8)(B) that &&h(x)) #O, so that I,, is one-one on E,. 
For part (C), choose r’> r. Then, by Theorem (3.8)(C), &f is not 
one-one on lm(n!/(r’)“). The proofs of Theorems (3.3)(B) and (3.5)(C) (see 
in particular formula (3.6)) give members in the null-space of I,, by simple 
algebraic operations on exponentials e’Or with, in our present case, 1 toI < r. 
Hence the null-space of Lg,/ contains non-zero functions in E,. This 
completes the proof. 
The above proof continues to work for r = 0, if we interpret v&‘(t)) = 0, 
since we have lim,,, v,(j”(t))=O. In fact, we have the following much 
stronger result. 
THEOREM (3.13). If f (t) and g(t) are analytic on a neighborhood of 0, 
then the Sheffer operator I,, is a continuous invertible operator on the 
Frkchet space E,, of entire functions of minimal type. 
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Proof: As in formula (1.1) let A(t)=l/g(f(f(t)) and B(t)=f(t). Since 
A(t) and B(t) are analytic on a neighborhood of 0, the argument above 
shows that h,Y is a continuous linear operator on E,. The inverse of the 
Sheffer operator A,, is, by [16, Theorem 3.5.5, p. 443, the Sheffer operator 
2 A,B. Since AA,B also maps EO to itself, A,, is invertible on E,,. 
The following theorem is the analogue of Theorem (3.12) for the space 
8,. We omit the proof, since it is similar to, but simpler than, the proof of 
Theorem (3.12). Notice that we allow s = 00, in which case Z?, is just all 
functions of exponential type. 
THEOREM (3.14). Suppose that f(t) and l/g(f( t)) are analytic on the 
open disc D(t). Zfv,(f(t))<s<co, then 
(A) 45, extends to a map from 8, to AX. 
(B) Lg., is one-one on $, if and only if l/g(y( t)) has no zeros on the 
open disc D(r) andf( t) is univalent on this disc. 
4. EXPANSION THEOREMS FOR FUNCTIONS OF EXPONENTIAL TYPE 
Suppose that s,(x) is a Sheffer sequence. In this section we apply the 
results of the previous section to determine sequences {c,,} for which the 
series C c,s,(x) converges in norm in some c,(n!/r”), and to determine 
functions h(x) which can be expressed as the sum of such a series. By 
formula (2.1), convergence in c,(n!/r”) implies convergence in the sup norm 
with weight ePrlx’, and hence implies uniform convergence on compacta. 
We also consider uniqueness of the expansions and we consider analogous 
expansions for power series d(t). 
The umbra1 calculus gives us formulas [ 16, p. IS] for the coefficients in 
the expansions, and our techniques will let us prove norm convergence of 
these expansions. In most of the theorems in this section, the fundamental 
hypothesis will be that some Sheffer operator maps c,(n!/r”) to c,(n!/s”). 
Simple sufficient conditions for this are given in Theorem (2.3), and more 
general sufficient conditions can be obtained from Theorem (3.8)(A) 
together with Theorem (3.4) or [ 141. 
To use the umbra1 calculus to obtain expansion theorems, it is more 
convenient to characterize Sheffer sequences, not by generating formula 
(1.1) [ 16, Theorem 2.3.4, p. 181, but by biorthogonality conditions. Thus 
Roman [16, p. 173 defines s,(x) to be Sheffer for (g(t),f(t)) if 
< s(t) f‘(tPlk! I s,(x) > = 42, k (4.1) 
Since {s,(x)} is a basis of the polynomials C[x], and since { g(t)f(t)“} 
has dense span in the natural topology on C[[t]], elementary properties 
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of biorthogonal sequences give the following polynomial expansion [16, 
Theorem 2.3.3, p. 181 and power series expansion formulas [16, 
Theorem 2.3.2, p. 181. If h(x) is a polynomial, then 






where the sum is a finite sum and is the unique expression for h(x) as a 
linear combination of the S,(X). If d(t) is a formal power series, then 




where the series converges in the natural topology on C[ [t]] and the 
expansion is unique in this topology. 
Before determining h(x) for which formula (4.2) gives a norm-convergent 
expansion, we need to determine sequences {c,} for which the series 
C c&x) is norm-convergent. Recall from Lemma (2.7) that if the series 
converges weak* in P(~!/s”), then it converges in norm in c,(n!/a”) for all 
a > S. Conditions onf(t) and g(r) sufficient for the assumptions in part (C) 
in the following theorem can be found in Theorem (3.8). 
THEOREM (4.4). Suppose that s,(x) is Sheffer for (g(t), f (1)) and that 
A,, extends to a bounded operator from co(n!/r*) to c,(n!/s”). Then we have 
(A) Zf {c,n!/r”} is bounded, then h(x) = 1 c,s,(x) converges weak* in 
P(n!/s”). 
(B) If lim c,n!/r” = 0, then h(x) = C c,s,(x) converges in norm in 
co(n!/sn), and, for all complex x, we have 
h(x) - 1 c,s,(x) e-s’x’ < 
k 
0 I II 
k 
h(x) -C c,s,(x) 
0 P/n! 
G II&,fII sup IA Ws”. 
nbk 
(C) There is a non-zero sequence {c,,} with {c,n!/r”} bounded and 
C c,s,(x) = 0 converging weak* in P(n!/s”) if and only ifA,, is not one-one 
on P(n!/F). There is such a sequence with lim c,n!/r” = 0 and C c,s,(x) = 0 
norm-convergent in c,(n!/s”) if and only if A.,, is not one-one on co(n!/r”). 
(D) Iff(t) and g(r) belong to ll(s”) and if h(x) = C c,s,(x) converges 
weak* in P(n!/s”) or in norm in co(n!/s”), then c, = (g(f) f(t)” I h(x))/n! 
for all n. 
607/72/l-10 
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Proof I,, is norm-continuous as a map from c,(n!/r”) to c,(n!/s”), and 
weak*-continuous (see Lemma (2.6)) as a map from lco(n!/r”) to ra(n!/.s”). 
Hence 
4., c C”X” = c c,&) ( > 
with norm-convergence in c,(n!/s”) if lim c,n!/r” = 0, and weak*- 
convergence in Z”“(n!/s”) if { c,n!/r”} is bounded. The rest of (A) and (B) 
follow from formula (2.1) and the formula for the norm in c,(n!/r”). 
Part (C) follows from formula (4.5). 
We now prove (D). When f(t) and g(t) belong to the algebra l’(Y), 
then, for all n, g(t) f(t)” is a bounded linear functional on c,Jn!/s”) and a 
weak*-continuous linear functional on liu(n!/s”). Part (D) now follows 
from the biorthogonality formula (4.1). This completes the proof. 
The uniqueness condition in (D) above is stronger than that in (C) (it 
implies the result in (C) by taking h(x) = 0), and does not require that 
{c,n!/r”} be bounded. When ,I,, is not one-one because of the conditions 
in Theorem (3.8)(B), the representations of 0, given in (C) above, are 
precisely the representations of 0 given by Boas and Buck in [l, 
Theorems 8.4 and 8.7, pp. 25-261. The difference is that in Boas and Buck 
the series C c,s,(x) = 0 converges uniformly on compacta, while a much 
stronger convergence is guaranteed by Theorem (4.4) above. 
By Theorem (4.4) above, if h(x) is in the range of the Sheffer operator 
: cJn!/r’) + c~(~!/s’), then it has a norm-convergent expansion 
i&x c,s,(x). Though we are unable to determine this range precisely, 
we can determine a number q > 0 for which all h(x) in c,,(n!/q”) have such 
an expansion, and moreover the expansion is the natural one given by 
formula (4.2). Recall from the discussion following formula (2.1) that 
h(x) is in c,(n!/q”) if Ih(x)I =~(e-~‘“I/fi). Determining such q requires 
examining the inverse of ,I,/ Fortunately there is a simple, easily obtained 
formula for this inverse [16, Theorem 3.5.5, p. 443, 
lgj=l A,B? (4.6) 
where A(t) = l/g(j(f(t)) and B(t) =f(t) are the functions in generating 
formula (1.1). Of course n,L = ,I,,, g(t) = l/A(@t)), and f(t) = B(t). The 
hypotheses in the next theorem are given in terms of mapping properties of 
Lg., and 1A,B. Simple sufficient conditions oni g, A, and B can be obtained 
from Theorem (2.3). More general sufficient conditions can be obtained 
from Theorem (3.8)(A) together with Theorem (3.4) or [14]. 
THEOREM (4.7). Suppose that A,, is a bounded operator from c,(n!/r”) to 
~(n!/s”) and that /I,.,= A;:. is a bounded operator from c,(n!/q”) to 
c,(n!/r”), and let s,(x) be the Sheffer sequence for (g(t), f(t)). Zf h(x) 
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belongs to l”(n!/q”), then c, = (g(t)f(t)” ( h(x))/n! = O(r”/n!) and 
h(x) = C c,s,(x) conoerges weak* in Ia(n!/s”) and in norm in c,(n!/u”) for 
all a >s. Zf h(x) belongs to c,(n!/q”), then c, = o(n!/r”) and the series 
h(x) =C c,s,(x) converges in the norm of cO(n!/s”), and we also have 
1% + m sup, Ih(x) -Et c,s,(x)J e-S’xl = 0, where the sup is over the entire 
complex plane. 
Proof. By Lemma (2.6), we have that A,, is a weak*-continuous map 
from F’(n!/r”) to F(n!/s”), and that 1;; = I,,, is a weak*-continuous map 
from l”(n!/q”) to F’(n!/r”). Let d(x) = C; c,x” = (I,f)-‘(h(x)). Then d(x) 
belongs to la(n!/r”) so that c, = O(r”/n!); moreover, c, = o(r”/n!) when h(x) 
belongs to c,(n!/q”). Also, using the biorthogonality of {t”/n!} and {x”} 
(formula (1.4)) and A:,?‘( t”) = A?,,( t”) = g(t) f(t)” (which follows easily 
from formula (3.4)), we have 
c, = (t”l~(~))=(t~l~~,~(h(X)))=(~~,~(t”)Ih(X)) 
n! n! n! 
= < g(t) f(t)” I h(x) > 
n! ’ 
Since &,(4(x)) = h(x), the rest of the proof follows directly from 
Theorem (4.4)(A) and (B). 
The numbers q, r, and s in the previous theorem clearly increase 
together. A smaller r provides a smaller s and hence more rapid 
convergence of h(x) = C c,s,(x), but a smaller r also requires a smaller q 
so that fewer functions h(x) are allowed. A smaller r can also provide the 
uniqueness results in Theorem (4.4)(C), and a smaller s provides the 
stronger uniqueness results of Theorem (4.4)(D) (see Example 5.2 for an 
illustration of this). 
It follows easily from Theorem (3.11) that q <s in Theorem (4.6). It 
would be nice if q = s so that the series h(x) = C c,s,(x) would converge in 
the same norm as the norm in the space to which h(x) belongs, instead of 
in a weaker norm; and it would also be nice if the expansion were unique. 
We will see in Section 7 that such results do hold for spaces of functions of 
exponential order less than 1. For functions of exponential type, the next 
theorem shows that this “optimal convergence” holds for Appell sequences, 
which for Roman [ 16, p. 173 are Sheffer sequences with f(t) = 1. Many 
important polynomial sequences, such as Bernoulli and Hermite 
polynomials, are Appell sequences [16, Section 4.2, pp. 86-101, 1, 
Section 9, pp. 28-331. Appell polynomials are so much simpler for our 
theory because formula (3.1) simplifies to I g,f equaling multiplication by 
l/g(t), and multiplication operators are much simpler then umbra1 
operators. 
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THEOREM (4.8). Suppose that s,(x) is the Sheffer sequence for (g(t), t) 
(that is, the Appell sequence for g(t)). Zf g(t) belongs to 1 ‘(r”) and does not 
vanish on the closed disc D(r), then every h(x) in c,(n!/r”) has a unique 
expression us a sum h(x) = C c,s,(x) converging in the norm of c,(n!/r”). 
Proof We have, from formula (3.2), that L,,, is multiplication by l/g(t) 
and A;,! is multiplication by g(t). From Theorem (3.8), these are inverse 
linear isomorphisms on c,(n!/r”). The existence of the norm-convergent 
expansion for h(x) now follows from Theorem (4.7), and the uniqueness 
from Theorem (4.4)(D). This completes the proof. 
The c, in the previous theorem has the particularly nice formula 
[ 16, Theorem 2.52, p. 261 c, = ( g(t)) h’“‘(x))/n!. Appell sequences are 
essentially the only Sheffer sequences for which one obtains the optimal 
convergence of Theorem (4.8). For suppose that s,(x) is Sheffer for 
(g(t),f(t)) and every h(x) in c,(n!/r”) has a unique expansion h(x) = 
C c,s,(x) which converges unconditionally in norm in cO(n!/rH). We 
normalize to the case g(0) =J’(O) = 1 so that s,(x) is a manic polynomial, 
and hence, by Theorem (3.10)(A), is bounded away from 0 in norm. By 
choosing r small enough we can assume that l/g(f(t)) lies in l’(r’*), and we 
add the assumption that {.r,(~)};=~ is bounded in the norm of cJn!/r”). 
Since c,(n!/r”) has a unique normalized unconditional basis [ll, 
Prop. 2.6.9, p. 711, there is a unique bounded linear isomorphism of 
c,Jn!/?) taking x” to s,(x). This isomorphism must be A,,, so it follows 
from Theorem (3.8)(D) that f(t) = t and that g(t) also belongs to l’(m). 
One can apply the mapping Theorems (3.12) and (3.14) to get expansion 
theorems for h(x) in E, or .t?,. Alternately one can use formula (3.11) for E, 
and 8, together with the expansion theorems proved in this section. Since 
the arguments are clear and the results are weaker than the norm- 
expansion theorems we have proved, we omit the details here, but we do 
work them out in Example 5.1 in the next section. The space E, of 
functions of minimal type is special, so we state without proof the following 
easy consequence of Theorem (3.13). 
THEOREM (4.9). Suppose that s,(x) is Sheffer for (g(t), f(t)) and that 
f(t) and g(t) have a positive radius of convergence. If h(x) belongs to E,, 
then h(x) = Cz c,s,(x), with convergence in the natural Frechet topology on 
E,,, and c,= (g(t) f(t)“jh(x))/n!). M oreover, {c,} is uniquely determined 
by the convergence of the series for h(x) in E,. 
We now consider norm convergence of the power series expansion of 
formula (4.3). Here every formal power series d(t) has a unique develop- 
ment converging in the natural topology on C[[t]], so the only question 
is whether the series converges in the stronger norm topology of some 
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l’(r”). Recall from Theorem (3.2) that the norm off(t) in l’(r”) equals the 
norm of the linear functional h(x) + (f(t) ( h(x)) acting on c&!/r”) and 
on I”“(n!/r”), and also equals the operator norm off(t) acting according to 
formula (1.5) on these same spaces. We also obviously have 
sup If(t)1 G Ilf(t)llP, 
(II Gr 
(4.10) 
so that convergence in 1 ‘(r”) implies uniform convergence in the closed 
disc b(r). 
THEOREM (4.11). Suppose that s,(x) is Sheffer for (g(t), f(t)) and that 
lgj=l A,B is a bounded operator from c,(n!/q”) to c,(n!/r”). Zf d(t) is an 
analytic function for which h(t)=&f(t))/g(f(t)) is in l’(F), then the 
expansion #2)=x; c,g(t) f(t)” ff o ormula (4.3) converges absolutely in the 
norm of Z’(q”). Moreover, 
which approaches 0 as k approaches 00. 
Proof Since A;;: c,(n!/q”) + c,,(n!/r”), it follows from Lemma (2.6) 
that (A&-’ : I’(?) + Z’(q”). Th e assumption about d(t) in the theorem 
says that h(t) = A:,,(&t)) belongs to I’(r”) (see [ 16, formula (3.5.2), p. 42 J 
or formula (3.1) above). Hence if we let h(t) = C c, t”, which converges 
absolutely in the norm of ll(r”), then 4(t) = (A:,)-‘h(t) = 
c c,(~~,,r’w=C c,g(t)f(t) with absolute convergence in the norm of 
Zl(q”). The final formula in the theorem follows from the definition of the 
norm in I’(r”). 
The above theorem is sharper than Theorem (4.7) for expansions of 
entire functions h(x), because we could determine the exact range of AZ,. 
Nevertheless, a weaker theorem based on a straightforward growth 
condition is often easier to apply, so we prove the following analogue of 
Theorem (4.7) with the same hypothesis as Theorem (4.7). 
COROLLARY (4.12). Suppose that A,, is a bounded operator from 
c,,(n!/r’) to c,,(n!/F) to cJn!/s”) and that AA+ = A.;; is a bounded operator 
from c,(n!/q”) co cJn!/r”). Zf d(t) belongs to l’(s”), then &f(t))/g(f(t)) 
belongs to l’(r”), so that the expansion of formula (4.3) converges absolutely 
in the norm of I’(q”). 
Proof Since A*,/: cO(n!/r”) -+ c,(n!/s”), we have by Lemma (2.6) 
lzf: l’(f) + l’(F). Hence A&(c,b(t)) = 4(f(t))/g(f(t)) lies in Il(r”). The 
corollary now follows from Theorem (4.11). 
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5. EXAMPLES 
In this section we illustrate, with some specific examples of Sheffer 
sequences, the results on mapping properties of Sheffer operators and of 
norm-convergent expansions proved in Sections 3 and 4 for functions of 
exponential type. It should be clear from our examples how to apply the 
theory in other cases, particularly for the examples discussed by 
Roman [ 16, Chap. 4, pp. 53-1301 and by Boas and Buck [ 1,. Sections 9 
and 10, pp. 28-421. Only in our first example do we give all the results in 
detail. In Sections 6 and 7 we will give the analogous mapping and expan- 
sion theorems for functions of exponential order less than one. We will not 
give examples for these analogous results, because in this case the results 
are the same for all Sheffer sequences as long as the seriesf(t) and g(t) (or 
equivalently A(t) and B(t) in generating formula (1.1)) have positive radius 
of convergence. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Lower factorial polynomials. The lower factorial 
polynomials are the polynomials 
(x),=x(x-l)...(X-?r+ 1). 
Their combinatoric and algebraic properties are discussed by Roman [ 16, 
Example 4.1.2, pp. 56631, and expansion theorems are given by Boas and 
Buck [l, Example (vi), pp. 34353. The generating formula (1.1) for these 
polynomials is just the binomial series 
f  (XL n ,rt =(l+~).Le.~wl+~) 
n=O ’ 
so that (x), is the associated series for 
f(t)=e’-1 
with compositional inverse 
f(t) = log( 1 + t); 
that is, (x), is Sheffer for (1, e’- 1) (see [16, pp. 56571). For r < 1, f(t) 
belongs to 1l(r”) and Ilf(t)llP = IJ( -r)l = Ilog(1 - r)I since the coefficients 
of f(r) alternate in sign. Thus it follows from Theorem (3.4)(D) (cf. 
Theorem (2.3)) that if 
s = s(r) = -log( 1 - r), for O<r<l, (5.1) 
then A, is a norm-one linear map from c,(n!/r”) to co(n!/s”), and hence by 
Lemma (2.6) that Jr is also a norm-one and weak*-continuous map from 
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P(n!/P) to P(n!/s”). Since f(t) is univalent, it follows from 
Theorem (3.5)(B) that $ is one-one on each P(n!/r”) for r< 1. Hence, 
from formula (3.11)(B) (cf. Theorem (3.12)) we get the weaker result that 
If is a one-one linear map from the space of functions of exponential type 
less than one to the space of functions of exponential type. 
Suppose now that h(x) =C,“=O c,x, belongs to P(n!/r”), i.e., that 
c,= O(r”/n!). Since 2, is a norm-one weak*-continuous map with 
A,-(,“) = (x),, we have, using formula (2.1), that 
sup fc (x) eCslX’ < x 1 o ” I1 .~~%C.(X)./l_!~S~PlC,l nvr”? (5.2) 
where s = s(r) is given by formula (5.1). Also (see Theorem (4.4)(B)) if h(x) 
belongs to c&!/r”), that is, if c, = o(r”/n!), then the series C,” c,(x), 
converges in the norm of c,(n!/s”) and hence in the weighted sup norm 
indicated by formula (5.2); and formula (5.2) can be used to estimate the 
rate of convergence. 
For further information, we need to look at the inverse map 27 l= A,-. 
Since f =f is entire, it belongs to all I’(q”). Moreover \lf(t)lla = 
If(q)1 =eq- 1. So if we let eq- 1 =r and hence 
q = q(r) = log( 1 + r), for O<r<l, (5.3) 
then & is a norm-one map from c,(n!/q”) to c&!/r”), and is a norm-one 
weak*-continuous map from l”(n!/q”) to P’(n!/r”). An immediate con- 
sequence is the following lower-bound analogue of formula (5.2), for 
c, = O(r”/n!): 
sup lc,I Wr” f C c,(x), . 
n /I II n!/q” 
We now obtain the expansion formulas of Theorem (4.7). Suppose that 
q, r, and s are related as in formulas (5.1) and (5.3); then 
s = -log( 2 - eq), for O<q<log2. (5.4) 
Now, if h(x) belongs to cO(n!/q”), tie can define 
c,= ((e’- l)“lh(x))/n!. (5.5) 
Then c,=o(r”/n!), where r is given by formula (5.3), and h(x)= 
C,“=, c,(x), with convergence in the norm of c,,(n!/s”), where s is given by 
formula (5.4). We also have the weighted sup norm convergence 
lim sup h(x)- $J c,(x), eCslxl = 0. 
k-m x n=O 
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Since ,I, is one-one, this is the only series expansion h(x) = C,“=, d,,(x), 
with d,, = O(r”/n!), and since f(t) is entire, it follows from Theorem (4.4(D) 
that it is the only expansion converging in the norm of c,,(n!/s”). The above 
uniqueness results hold for all r < 1 and for all S. 
One consequence of the above expansion results is the weaker expansion 
result (cf. [l, p. 341) that if h(x) has exponential type less than log 2 and if 
c, is given by formula (5.5), then h(x) = C,“=, c,(x), converges uniformly 
on compacta. For other formulas for c, equivalent to formula (5.5), see 
[16, pp, 59-601 and [l, p. 351. 
We now consider the norm convergence of the power-series expansion of 
formula (4.3). For the lower factorial polynomials this expansion says [ 16, 
P* 581 
d(t)= f (d(fy),,) (e’- l)“, 
PI=0 
(5.6) 
which converges in the natural coefficientwise topology of C[[t]]. By 
Theorem (4.11), if 4(log(l +t)) belongs to I’(F) for some O<r< 1, then 
the series of formula (5.6) converges in the norm of l’(q”), where q is given 
by formula (5.3). Hence, by formula (4.10), the series converges uniformly 
on the closed disc B(q). Recall also from Theorem (3.2) that the norm 
Z’(q”) is the operator norm on c,(n!/q”) an on P(n!/q”), when series act 
according to formula (1.5). As an operator, e’- 1 is just the forward 
difference operator [ 16, Example 2, p. 141. 
To estimate the rate of convergence, let h(t) = &log( 1 + t)) = ,%,*(4(r)) = 
C,“=. d,,P, where d, = (d(t)) 1 (x,))/n!. Then 1,*/r(t) = d(t), and 1: is a 
norm-one operator from I ‘(r”) to Z’(q”), so we have 
n=k+l 
Finally, Theorem (4.12) shows that a sufficient condition for d(log( 1 + t)) 
to belong to Z’(P) is that $(t) belong to I’(s”), where s is given by formula 
(5.1). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Exponential and actuarial polynomials: The exponentiaz 
polynomials are the polynomials (d,(x)} associated to f(t) = log( 1 + t). 
Their properties are described by Roman [ 16, Example 4.1.3, pp. 63-671. 
The closely related actuarial polynomials are discussed by Roman [ 16, 
Example 4.3.4, pp. 123-1251 and by Boas and Buck Cl, Example (xv), 
p. 421. The function f( t) = log( 1 + 1) is the function f( t) of Example 5.1, so 
we will be able to use some of the calculations from this previous example. 
Despite this close relation with Example 5.1, the exponential polynomials 
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behave very differently because f(t) = e’ - 1 is not univalent, so the umbra1 
operator $ is not always one-one. 
As we observed in formula (5.3), &is a norm-one operator from cO(n!/r’) 
to c,(n!/s”) (and similarly for P’(n!/r”)), provided 
s = s(r) = t? - 1, O<r<oo. (5.7) 
In particular $(/r(x)) is defined for all h(x) of exponential type. 
It follows from Theorem (3.5) that & is one-one on c,(n!/r”) and 
P(n!/r”) for r < K and is not one-one for r > A. This 12, is one-one on E,, 
the space of functions of exponential type less than 71. It also follows from 
Theorem (3.5)(C) that & is not one-one on I “(n!/nn), because 
S(e”“) = Lf(ePinX) = e-2X, by formula (3.6). I do not know whether or not 
it is one-one on c0(rz!/7r”). 
Using formula (5.1), we have that 1, is a norm-one map from co(n!/q”) to 
c,Jn!/F) provided 
r = -log( 1 - q), where O<q<l and 0cr-e oo. (5.8) 
Now suppose that q, r, and s are related according to formulas (5.7) and 





where 0~ q< 1 and O<sc co. Suppose that h(x) belong, to c,(n!/q”) 
for O-eqcl and let c, = ((log(1 + t))” 1 h(x)). It follows from 
Theorem (4.6)(B) that c, = o(n!/q”) and that 
WI= f c,hz(x) (5.10) 
II=0 
with convergence in the norm of c~(~z!/s”), and also that 
lim sup h(x) - 5 c&,(x) e-+) = 0 
k-cc x 0 
uniformly for all complex x. In particular the series in formula (5.10) 
converges uniformly on compacta when h(x) has exponential type less than 
one. 
When q < 1 - een, so that r < rr, then it follows from Theorem (4.4)(C) 
that the series in formula (5.10) is the only series C d&,(x) converging to 
h(x) with d,= O(r”/n!). Thus we have a unique expansion for h(x) of 
exponential type less than 1 -ePn, which is the exponential type for which 
Boas and Buck [ 1, p. 421 prove the existence of an expansion converging 
uniformly on compacta to h(x). When q < f so that r < log 2 and s < 1, we 
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have, from Theorem (4.4)(D), the stronger uniqueness result that formula 
(5.10) gives the only series C d,4Jx) converging to h(x) in the norm of 
c,(n!/s”). 
Now let g(t) = (1 + t)-P, where B is an arbitrary real number, and let 
s,(x) be Sheffer for (g(t), f(r)). 0 ne shows easily [ 16, p. 1231 that s,( -x) 
is the actuarial polynomial aAD’( which is Sheffer for ((1 - t)-@, 
log( 1 - t)). We use s,(x) instead of the actuarial polynomials so that we 
can use the results already worked out in this section. An easy calculations 
shows that l/g(J(t)) = eBf, so it follows from formula (3.1) that 
since efl’ is entire and never zero. It follows from Theorem (3.8) that A,, 
maps c,(n!/r”) to c,(n!/s”) precisely when + does; that is, when s and r are 
related as in formula (5.7). It also follows that A,, is one-one precisely 
when & is. Thus I,, has precisely the same mapping properties as $, 
except that instead of II&J= 1, we have from Theorem (3.2) that 
111, fll < Ile8’llr = eISlr. 
IJsing formula (4.6) for (&-l, together with formula (3.2), we obtain 
Since 2, is defined on cO(n!/q”) or Z”(n!/q”) only when q < 1 (see formula 
(5.8)), and (1 f t))B belongs to I’(q”) and does not vanish for q < t, we 
have that (A,,) ~ ’ has the same mapping properties as S. That is, (&) - ’ 
maps c,(n!/q”) one-one into c,(n!/r”) when q and r are related as in 
formula (5.8). As above the norm of (A,,)-’ is not equal to one. Since A,, 
and its inverse satisfy the same mapping properties as & and its inverse, we 
have precisely the same expansion results for s,(x) as for the exponential 
polynomials ~Jx). 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Laguerre polynomials. The Laguerre polynomials L:‘(x) 
are the Sheffer polynomials for g(t) = l/( 1 - t)” + i and j(t) = t/(t - l), 
where c1 is a real number. They are discussed by Roman [16, Example 
4.3.1, pp. 108-1131 and by Boas and Buck [I, Example (x), pp. 40-411. 
An easy calculation shows that f(f) =f(t) and l/g(f( t)) = g(t), so by 
formula (4.6) we have that the Sheffer operator A,, is its own inverse 
(cf. [16, p. 1131). As in the previous examples, one shows that 1, and A,, 
map c,(n!/r”) to cJn!/.P), and similarly for I”, when 
s=s(r)=r, 
l-r 
where O<r<l and 0~s~ co. (5.11) 
Both J., and A,, are one-one and ,$ has norm one. 
It follows from Theorem (4.4) that if c, = o(n!/r”), for some 0 -C r < 1, and 
if s is given by formula (5.1 l), then h(x) = X:0” c,Lp)(x) converges in the 
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norm of c,(n!/s”), in the weighted sup norm with weight ePslXl, and 
uniformly on compacta. If C; c,L~)(x) = 0 for such {c,,}, then c, = 0. 
When s < 1, for instance when r < 4, and C; c,&?)(x) = 0 in the norm of 
c,Jn!/s”), then c, = 0. 
Since I,, is its own inverse, it follows from Theorem (4.6) that if h(x) 
belongs to co(n!/q”) for q < d and c, = (g(r) f(t)” 1 h(x))/n!, then c, = 
o(n!/r’) with r = q/( 1 - q). Hence h(x) = C; c,Lf)(x) with convergence in 
the norm of c&!/s”), where s =.r/( 1 - r) = q/( 1 - 2q). 
Finally, if d(t) is analytic so that Q(r) & II(s”) for some s, it then follows 
from Corollary (4.12) that (l/(1 - t)at’) Q(t/(r- 1)) belongs to I’(r”), 
where r and s are related as in formula (5.11). By Theorem (4.11) this 
implies that the expansion of formula (4.3) converges in the norm of l’(q”), 
where q=r/(l +r)=s/(l +2s). 
6. BOUNDED OPERATORSON FUNCTIONS 
OF EXPONENTIAL ORDER LESS THAN ONE 
In this section we will study the mapping properties of multiplication 
operators, umbra1 operators, and Sheffer operators between spaces of 
functions of exponential order less than one. The most convenient spaces 
for us are the spaces c&r!‘/?) and lm(n!‘/r”) where u > 1. These spaces are 
closely related to the functions of exponential order no more than l/a and 
type no more than or . “a In fact, standard estimates of order and type [ 10, 
Th. 4.13.1, p. 781 show that if we let 
(a) E; = n ~~(d/pfv)~‘P for O<~<co, and 
SZ’T (6.1) 
(b) J?; = u ~,(n!,$“s”)“~ for O<r<co, 
S<T 
then Ef is the space of entire functions of order no more than p and type 
no more than r for this order, and 8; is the analogous space for order no 
more than p and type less than r. In a similar way, standard estimates of 
exponential order [lo, Th. 4.12.1, p. 741 show that if 
(a) EP,=EP= n c&l!“) 
(l/a) > P (6.2) 
(b) &=I+= u c&!~), 
(W)<P 
then EP is the space of entire functions of order less than or equal to p and 
kp is the space of functions of order less than p. 
More refined estimates, using standard techniques relating the maximum 
modules and maximum term of an entire function , [ 10, p. 78, 15, 
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Solution IV.51, p. 1751, show that if h(x) belongs to Za(n!a/Y) then 
[h(x)1 = 0( I.x”~ exp(c@ 1x1 I”)/,,&/), and conversely if Ih(.~)i is 
~(exp(~r”“Ixl”“)/~) x or o(exp(GIT1’aIXI1’a)/Jlxl), respectively, then h(x) 
belongs to Z”(n!“/r”) or c,(n!“/r”), respectively. 
Under the duality of formula (1.4), the spaces c,J~!~L/Y) and Zm(n!‘/r”) 
are, respectively, the predual and dual of Z’(r”/n!“- ‘). If we let 
co, = F/n!‘-’ and recall that we are restricting ourselves to c( > 1, then 
ofI+ lb” decreases monotonically to 0. For such o,, we have [4, 
pp. 645-6461 that Z’(o,) is a radical algebra with identity adjoined and 
that it also satisfies conditions sufficient to apply the results of [S, 63. Also 
notice that Z’(r”/n!“-’ ), and in fact any radical Z’(w,), contains all series 
f(t) of positive radius of convergence. Some of our results are simpler to 
state or prove for f(t) of positive radius of convergence. In particular, our 
most complicated result, Theorem (6.9), is not needed for Sheffer sequences 
for (g(t), f(t)) when f(t) and g(t) have positive radius of convergence. 
In Theorem (3.2) we determined properties of multiplication operators 
on c,(n!/o,) and Zm(n!/m,) when Z’(o,) is a Banach algebra. The next 
theorem gives additional properties for w, = Y/n!* ~ ‘. 
THEOREM (6.3). Suppose that c1> 1 and thatf(t) belongs to Z’(r”/n!“-‘). 
(This would be true in particular iff (t) had positive radius of convergence). 
Then 
(A) Multiplication by f(t) (according to formula (1.5)) is an invertible 
operator on cO(n!‘/r”) and Zm(n!‘/r”) if and only iff(t) has nonzero constant 
term. 
(B) Iff (t) has zero constant term, then multiplication by f (t) is neither 
one-one nor onto on c,Jn!‘/F) or Zz(n!‘/r”), but the range off(t) contains all 
polynomials. 
(C) If the first non-zero coejj’i’cient off(t) is the coefficient of tk, then 
the null-space of f(t) on c,(n!*/r”) and on Zaj(n!‘/rn) is the collection of 
polynomials of degree less than k. 
ProoJ Let co,,=r”/n!‘-‘. As we pointed out above, Z’(w,) is a radical 
Banach algebra with identity adjoined. Hence if f(t) is a series in Z’(o,) 
with non-zero constant term, then l/f(t) also belongs to Z’(w,). It therefore 
follows from Theorem (3.2) that f (t) and llf(t) are inverse bounded linear 
operators on c,(n!/o,) and on Zm(n!/wn). 
Now suppose that the first non-zero coefficient off(t) is the coefficient of 
tk. It follows from the definition of the multiplication operator in formula 
(1.5) that the null-space of f(t) contains all polynomials of degree less 
than k. Since f(t) belongs to the radical of Z’(o,), multiplication is a 
quasinilpotent operator on Z’(o,). Since multiplication by f(t) is also 
one-one on Z’(o,), it cannot have closed range on Z’(o,); so its adjoint 
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cannot have closed range on c&!/o,) or I”(~!/o,). To finish the proof of 
(B), we notice that f( t) is onto as an operator on the space of polynomials 
C[x]. For if g(t) is the power series with f(t) g(t) = tk, then 
f(tMt) x k+n) = tkxk +“, which is a non-zero multiple of x”. 
Finally, we show that the null-space off(t) on la,(n!/,,J is precisely the 
space of polynomials of degree less than k. The null-space of f(t) is the 
orthogonal complement of the range of multiplication by f(t) on l’(w,). 
This range is just the ideal f(t) I’(o,). Since w,, i/o, decreases 
monotonically to 0, we have, by [4, Ths. (2.9) and (2.10), p. 645, 5, 
Lemma (3.2), p. 1731, that the closure of f(t) l’(w,) is the collection of 
series in I’(w,) of the form CzXk ant”. Hence the null-space of f(t) on 
loo(n!/o,), which equals the orthogonal complement of the range of its 
adjoint, is precisely the set of polynomials of degree less than k. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Multiplication by f(t), as given by formula (1.5), can be interpreted as 
an infinite-order linear differential operator. Let f(t) = CF c, t” belong to 
I’(o,) and, for now, let w, = r”/n”- ‘. If co # 0, then Theorem (6.3)(A) says 
that the non-homogeneous differential equation C,“=. c, y’“)(x) = h(x) has 
a unique solution in c,(n!/o,) or I”(n!/oQ when h(x) belongs to the same 
space. Theorem (6.3)(B) and (C) shows that this differential equation need 
not have a solution for all h(x) when co = 0, and also describes the null- 
space of the related homogeneous equation. Parts (A) and (B) of Theorem 
(6.3) just require that I’(o,) is a radical Banach algebra with identity 
adjoined, which is equivalent to w,+, < o,w, and lim(w,)‘/” = 0 [4, 
p. 6453. For part (C), we need to know that the closure off(t) f’(o,) is a 
standard ideal, that is, an ideal composed of all CTzk a, t” in l’(o,) for 
some fixed k. The results on standard ideals in [4, 51 apply to more 
general spaces than weighted Ii-spaces. In particular, Theorem (6.3) above 
holds for all lp(n!a/r”) for 1~ p < co. 
Marc Thomas has shown [20] that there are I’(o,) with non-standard 
ideals and that [S] (0,) can be taken arbitrarily small. Using his results 
we have the following result. 
THEOREM (6.4). There is an entire function h(x) which has exponential 
order 0 but is not a polynomial, and there is a sequence {c,} not identically 0 
for which C,“=. c,h(*‘(x) = 0. The series converges uniformly on compacta, 
and also in the sup norms given by lim,, m sup,(C,“=,,, c,(x) h’“‘(x)1 
exp(-IxlP)=O, for each p>O. 
Proof. By [8, Th. 2.2, p. 1651, there is a sequence {on} of positive 
numbers for which o, = 0(1/n!~) for all /I > 0 and for which l’(o,) is a 
radical Banach algebra with identity adjoined and with non-standard 
ideals. If f (t) = CF c, t” generates a non-standard ideal in Z’(o,), then the 
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null-space off(t) acting on cO(n!/w,) contains a function h(x) which is not 
a polynomial. By construction c,(n!/o,) c Q,(II!~), for all ~1, so by formula 
(6.2) c,,(n!/w,) contained in the Frechet space 6 of functions of exponential 
order 0. By the closed graph theorem, this embedding is continuous. Since 
the natural topology on I? can be given by the weighted sup norm with 
weight e- “I’ for p > 0, this completes the proof. 
Thomas’s proof of the existence of non-standard ideals in some I’(w,,) is 
very intricate [20], and it is not understood which l’(on) have non- 
standard ideals. Direct complex-analytic proofs of dual results, like 
Theorems (6.3)(C) and (6.4), might shed some interesting light on the 
problem of the existence of non-standard ideals in I’(w,) (or in other 
Banach algebras of power series [8]). 
We now study the mapping properties of Sheffer operators on the spaces 
cO(n!OL/Y) and P(PI!“/~“). Since A,,= (l/g(t))+ (by formula (3.1)) and 
multiplication by (l/g(t)) is an invertible operator (by Theorem (6.3)(A)), 
the Sheffer operator I,( and the umbra1 operator ,IY have essentially the 
same mapping properttes. Hence we will not need to consider umbra1 
operators first as we did for functions of exponential type. However, we will 
need to consider ~12 2 and 1~ a < 2 separately, since the properties of ,I,, 
are different in these two cases. We start with cz > 2. 
Recall that when we talk about the Sheffer operator I,, we assume 
implicitly that g(t) has an algebraic inverse and that f(r) has a com- 
positional inverse in C[ [t]]. 
THEOREM (6.5). Suppose that CI > 2 and that f(t) and g(t) belong to 
Z’(r”/n!“-‘) ( h’ h w tc would be true in particular zf f (t) and g(t) had positive 
radius of convergence). If the coefficient oft in f(t) is a, then A,, is an inver- 
tible bounded linear operator from c,(n!“/([al r)“) to cO(n!a/rn), and is an 
invertible weak*-continuous operator from lm(n!“/( Ial r)“) to F”(n!*/r”). 
Proof As we pointed out above, it will be enough to prove the claimed 
results for the umbra1 operator A,. Now f(t) = a( f (t)/a) = (at) 0 (f (t)/a), so 
A,= 4fWa) o&,, [16, Th. 3.4.3, p. 401. Also it is easy to see that 
A,,(h(x))= h(x/a) [16, Ths. 2.1.11 and 3.4.1, pp. 11 and 381. Hence it 
follows directly from the detinition of the norms that ,I01 is an isometry 
from I”(n!“/(lal r)“) onto Y(n!“/r”), and also maps c,(n!“(la[ r)n) onto 
c,(n!*/r”). Thus we need only prove the theorem when a = 1. 
By Lemma (2.6), I& will be an invertible linear operator on c,(n!“/r”) and 
on lU‘(n!‘/rn) if 2.y is an invertible operator on I’(r”/n!“-‘). But when a= 1, 
it follows from [6, Th. (6.1) p. 301, or even from the simpler [6, Th. (6.4), 
p. 321, that 27 = (A?)-’ is an algebra automorphism of I*(F/n!‘l-I) when 
~12 2. (The remarks on [6, pp. 8 and 141 show that the hypotheses of these 
theorems are satisfied.) Hence ,I? = (2.7))’ is a invertible operator on 
Z’(r”/n!‘- ‘). Th is completes the proof. 
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When f(t) and g(t) have positive radius of convergence, the fact that 17 
is an automorphism in the above proof does not need the full strength of 
the rather general [6, Th. (6.1), p. 301. Instead one can construct a proof 
from [6, Lemmas (6.5) and (6.10), pp. 33 and 361. One does not even need 
hypothesis (i) of [6, Th. (6.4), p. 321 in this case. The full strength of [6, 
Ths. (6.1) and (6.4), pp. 30 and 321 gives, for general f(t) and g(t), 
analogues of Theorem (6.5) above for lp(n!a/r”), and more general spaces. 
The requirement that a 2 2 in Theorem (6.5) is essential. For if f( t) has 
non-zero coefficient of t2, then 2; cannot be an automorphism of l’(o,J 
unless {nw,+,/o,} is bounded [19] [6, Th. (7.7), p.481. As a gets closer 
to 1, we would need more and more coefficients of f(t) to be 0 (see the 
proof of Theorem (6.9) below). To handle arbitrary f(t) we will need to 
consider the spaces E$’ instead of ~,,(n!~/r”). We start with the simplest case 
of Sheffer operators )1,, with f(t) and g(t) having positive radius of 
convergence and with f’(0) = 1. 
THEOREM (6.6). Iff( t) and g(t) haoe positiue radius of conoergence with 
f’(0) = 1, then the Shefir operator A,, is a linear isomorphism of E$’ and I?; 
foralfO,(pcl andO,<s<m. 
Proof. By Theorem (6.3)(A), multiplication by l/g(t) is a linear 
isomorphism of each cO(n!a/rn), and hence it follows from formulas (6.1) 
and (6.2) that multiplication by l/g(t) is an isomorphism of all EP and kc, 
when p < 1. Therefore, just as in the proof of Theorem (6.5), ;t will be 
enough to prove that 5 is a linear isomorphism of EC and ,??t. 
We start by showing that if o, = F/n!‘- ‘, where r > 0 and a > 1, then ;1,* 
maps I’(o,) into l’(d”w,) for all 0 -=z d-z 1. Letf((t) = t(1 + h(t)), wheref(t) 
is the compositional inverse of f(t). Then f(fct) and h(t) both belong to 
Z’(d”/u,), and h(t) is in the radical of I’(d”o,). Hence (1 +h(t))-’ also 
belongs to ll(d”o,), and both 1 + h(t) and (1 + h(t))-’ have spectral 
radius 1. Since f(t)” = t”(1 + h(t))” and ((1 + h(t))-‘)“‘(t)“= t”, we have 
that in the algebra I’(d”o,) the sequence Ilf(f(t)“ll ‘In is asymptotic to 
IIt”\) I’” = d(w,)““. Now suppose that Q(t) = C a, t” is an arbitrary series in 
Ii( Then {a,o,} is a bounded sequence, so in the norm of I’(d”o,) we 
have lim sup Ila,J(f(t)“ll ‘In G d < 1. Hence C a,f( t)” converges absolutely in 
I’(d”o,). Since l’(d”o,) is continuously imbedded in C[[t]], this series 
must converge to &f(r)) = AF(d(f)), which therefore belongs to I’(d”w,). 
Thus we have that AF maps I’(rn/n!a-‘) into i’(d”r”/n!“-‘) whenever 
a > 1, r > 0, and 0 cd< 1. Therefore, it follows from Lemma (2.6) that A,. 
maps each c,(n!“/d”r”) into c,,(n!=/r”). Formulas (6.1) and (6.2) now show 
that 1,. maps each Ef and 8: into itself. Since the same is true of 
,$ = (S) - ‘, this completes the proof. 
To generalize Theorem (6.6) to series f(t) and g(t) of zero radius of 
convergence, we need to introduce dual spaces for E$ and 8:. 
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DEFINITION (6.7). If E is a space of entire functions, or an arbitrary 
subspace of C[ [xl], and if E contains the polynomials, then its B-dual E’ 
is the space of all formal power series f(t) for which the series for 
(f(t)Ih(x)), given in formula (1.4), converges for all h(x) in E (cf. [21, 
Def. 4.3.5, p. 621 or [2, Def. 1, p. 9631). In a similar way, we define the 
p-dual in C[ [x]] of subspaces of C[ [t]]. Also when T: E+ F is linear, 
then T*: F’ + E’ is defined by (T*f(t) 1 h(x)) = (f(t) 2 ) Th(x)). 
The B-dual of both cO(n!/w,) and Z”(n!/w,) is I’(o,), while the P-dual of 
l’(o,) is P’(~!/o,). The following simple lemma gives the key properties of 
the /?-duals of Ef and 8;. Actually it is the properties in the lemma, and 
not the formal definition, that we will be using. 
LEMMA (6.8). If E is one of the spaces E$’ or 8:, then its p-dual is an 
algebra of formal power series, Moreover a formula for E’ can be obtained 
from formulas (6.1) and (6.2) by changing unions to intersections and inter- 
sections to unions, and by replacing each c,-space by its dual I’-space. 
Proof If {Ei} is any linearly ordered family of subspaces of C[ [xl], 
each containing the polynomials, then it follows easily from the definition 
of /?-duals that (U Ei)’ = fi EI [2, Remark (3), p. 9641. This gives the 
claimed formulas for (8:)‘. When all Ei= E,!‘, then simple duality 
arguments [2, pp. 963-9641 can be used to show that (n Ei)’ = U El. Since 
in the formulas for E;, we could replace each c,-space by the 
corresponding P-space, the claimed formulas for (E:)’ also hold. Finally, 
as we have already observed, all /‘(P/n!‘) are algebras [4, pp. 645-6461, so 
E’, which is a union or intersection of a linearly ordered family of algebras, 
is an algebra. 
It follows from the above lemma, or from the definition of P-dual, that 
the mapping properties of T and T* given in Lemma (2.6)(A) and (B) hold 
for the spaces Ef and 8; and their B-duals. The maps T and T* are always 
continuous with respect to weak topologies given by the dual pairings. 
They are also continuous with respect to the natural Frechet topologies on 
E: and (8:)‘. 
We also remark that (E:)’ is the topological dual of the Frechet space E$’ 
and 8; is the topological dual of (6:)’ [21, Th. 7.2.9, p. 1073. 
We can now generalize Theorem (6.6) to series with zero radius of 
convergence. 
THEOREM (6.9). Suppose that E is one of the spaces E; or J?:, with 
0 < p < 1, and let E(a) be the analogous space with 5 replaced by tap. Iff (t) 
and g(t) belong to E’ and if a is the coefficient of t in f(t), then I,, is an 
invertible linear transformation from E(a) onto E. 
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Proof Since J.,,(E) = E(a), we can, just as in the proof of 
Theorem (6.5), assume a = 1. Also, just as in the proof of Theorem (6.6), it 
will be enough to prove the claimed mapping properties for the umbra1 
operator $. 
Choose an integer k > p/( 1 - p). We first prove the theorem under the 
assumption that f(t) is k-lucunary in the sense that f(t) - t is divisible by 
t“+ ’ For such k-lacunary f, we prove that 1F is an algebra isomorphism of 
I’(r”ln!“- ’ ) whever f belongs to this space and k > l/(a - 1). By 
Lemma (6.8), 17 will then be an algebra isomorphism of E’, and hence $ 
will be an invertible linear operator on E. 
Let D be the formal differentiation operator on the algebra C[ [t]] of 
formal power series, and let o, = P/n !’ -I. Under the natural isometry from 
I’(o,) to I’, that is, the isometry which takes C c,tn to {c,w,), the map 
tk+ ‘D on I’(o,) corresponds to the k-lateral weighted shift on I’ with 
weight sequence {no n +k/o,}. Under the assumption that k > l/(cc - l), we 
have lim nrm no,+k/co,=O so that t kf ‘D is a compact operator on I’(o,). 
It follows from [6, Th. (6.15), p. 403 that when fis k-lacunary, then AT is 
an automorphism of I’(o,) = I’(r”/n !’ - I), and hence so is its inverse 12. 
We know the theorem whenf is k-lacunary, and from Theorem (6.5) we 
also know it when f has positive radius of convergence. Now suppose that 
f = t + C;G2 c, t” is an arbitrary series in E’ with 1 as the coefficient of t. 
Let p(t)=t+c2t2+ ... +cktk and h(t)=I,*f=fop. Since n: is an 
isomorphism of E’, we have that h(t) belongs to E’. Also since i: is an 
isomorphism of C[[t]] and A,‘(f-p)=h(t)-t, we have h(t)-t is 
divisible by tkf ‘, so that h(t) is k-lacunary. We thus know that both 1, and 
A,, are invertible linear operators on E’, and hence so is A, = A, 0 A,,. This 
completes the proof. 
Our last mapping theorem repeats Theorem (3.13), but with a different 
proof, using the methods of this section. 
THEOREM (6.10). Zf A,, is a Sheffer operator on which f (t) and g(t) have 
positive radius of convergence, then il,, is an invertible linear operator on 
E, = EA, the space of functions of minimal type. 
Proof. As in our other proofs, we can assume f’(0) = 1. Choose 
0 < d < 1 and suppose that h(x) = C; u,(d”/n!) X” belongs to EO. Then, by 
formula (3.11)(a) or formula (6.1)(a), lim lu,l”” = 0. Hence (cf. the proof of 
[7, Th. (2.11) we can find a sequence {o,} of positive numbers with 
a, = o(w,) and (w,)“” decreasing monotonically to 0. It follows from [9, 
Th. 7.2.4, p. 2391 that I’(w,) is a radical algebra with identity adjoined, and 
it follows from our construction that h(x) belongs to c,(n!/d”co,). Our 
proof of Theorem (6.6) above shows that I,, maps c,(n!/d”w,) into 
cJn!/o,). Hence h(x) belongs to q,(n!/o,) G E,. This completes the proof. 
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Just as we did in formula (3.9), we can use the mapping properties we 
proved for Sheffer operators to get bounds on Sheffer sequences. Suppose 
that s,(x) is Sheffer for (g(t), f(t)) and, for simplicity, assume thatf(t) and 
g(t) have positive radius of convergence and that f’(0) = 1. When u 2 2, it 
follows from Theorem (6.5), and from L&x”) = s,(x), that 
Hence, by the remarks after formulas (6.1) and (6.2), there is a constant M, 
which depends on M and r, for which 
Is,(x)l JXI(1’2)-(1’a) exp( -cw’/a 1x1 I”) < Mn!“/r” (6.11) 
for all integers n and all complex x. Analogous lower bounds follow from 
A.,Js,(x)) = xn. 
Similarly, using Theorem (6.6) and formula (6.1 )(a), we have for all 
0 < p < 1, 0 < r < GI -=c co, that there is a constant A4, depending on p, r, and 
s for which 
Is,(x)1 exp(-sI~l~)~M(n!/p”r”)““, for all n and x. (6.12) 
Also if {tn(x)} is Sheffer for (gi(t),f,(r)), with f,(t) and g,(r) analytic 
functions with f;(O) = 1, then &,,f, 0 I,j.(s,(x)) = r,,(x), so we have 
It,,(x)1 exp(-sIxlP)<M/S,,(x)l exp(-rlxlP). So for all E>O and O<p< 1, 
there is an M, depending on E and p, for which 
for all n and x. 
lf,(x)l ~~b,(x)l exp(EblP) (6.13) 
7. EXPANSION THEOREMS FOR FUNCTIONS 
OF EXPONENTIAL ORDER LESS THAN ONE 
In this section we apply the results of Section 6 to prove expansion 
theorems for functions of exponential order less than one. The theorems 
have fewer extra hypotheses and are simpler to prove than the analogous 
expansion theorems for functions of exponential type we proved in 
Section 4. This is because when the coefficient of t is 1, the Sheffer operator 
1,, is an invertible operator on the spaces of functions of exponential order 
less than one which we consider. The requirement that the coefficient of t 
be 1 is no more than a convenient normalization, for it is clear from the 
characterization of Sheffer sequences in terms of biorthogonality, given in 
formula (4.1), that if s,(x) is Sheffer for (g(t), f(t)), then a”s,(x) is Sheffer 
for (g(t), f(f)la). 
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Our first result, which is the analogue of Theorem (4.4) for functions of 
exponential order less than one, describes those {c,,} for which C c,s,(x) 
converges in the spaces we are considering. 
THEOREM (7.1). Let E be c,,(n!‘/rn) with u>2, Ee with O<p < 1, or E; 
with 0 <p < 1 and 0 dz c 00, and suppose that s,(x) is Sheffer for 
(g(t), f(t)) with 1 as the coefficient oft in f(f). Zff(t) and g(t) belong to E’ 
(which would hold in particular zf f(t) and g(t) had positive radius of 
convergence), then x c,s,(x) converges in the natural Banach or Frechet 
topology on E if and only zfc c,x” belongs to E. Moreover, ifc c,s,(x) = 0, 
then all c, = 0. 
Proof By Theorems (6.5) and (6.9), I,, is an invertible continuous 
linear operator on E (when f(z) and g(t) have positive radius of 
convergence one can replace Theorem (6.9) with the much simpler 
Theorem (6.6)). Also, by definition, L,,(x”) = s,(x). It also follows from 
the definition of the natural topology on E that, if 4(x) = 2 C,X” belongs to 
E, then the series converges to Q(x) in the topology of E. Then C c,s,(x) 
will converge to n&#(x)). Moreover, since A,, is invertible on E, 
n&#(x)) #O unless all c, =O. Conversely, if C c,s,(x) converges in E, 
then n;j(C w,(x)) = C c,x, belongs to E. This completes the proof. 
The analogue of Theorem (7.1) for E equal to V’(n!‘/r”), &‘, or ,??t holds 
for convergence in E in the weak topology given by E’. For l*(n!a/rn) this 
is just the weak*-topology. 
The next theorem tells when h(x) has an expansion h(x) = C c,s,(x) 
which is convergent in E. It is the analogue for functions of exponential 
order less than one of Theorem (4.7). 
THEOREM (7.2). Let E be c&n!‘/?) with a 2 2, Ep with 0 < p < 1, or Ef 
with 0 < p < 1 and 0 f T < co, and let s,(x) be Sheffer for (g(t), f(t)). If f (t) 
and g(t) belong to E’ (which would hold in particular if these series had 
positive radius of convergence), then every h(x) in E has a unique expansion 
h(x) =C c,s,(x) convergent in the topology of E. For this expansion, 
c,= (g(t)f(r)“Jh(x))/n!. Moreover 
(A) If E = EP, then lim, _ DD supI IW) - C[tco wk(x)l ev( - I-4”) 
=0 for all o>p. 
(B) v E= EC, then limndo3 sup,lh(x)-C;=,c,s,(x)l ew(-slxIP) 
=0 for all s>z. 
(C) Zf E = c,(n! m/rn), then 
lim sup h(x)- i C&S&(X) Ixl(“*‘-(““’ exp( - ar” 1x1 ‘I@) = 0. 
n-03 x k=O 
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ProojI Since for all a # 0, a”s,(x) is Sheffer for (g(t), f(t)/a), there is no 
loss in generality in assuming that 1 is the coefficient of t inf(t). Then, just 
as in the previous proof, il,/ is an invertible continuous operator on E. Let 
$(x) = C c,,x” be 2$(/z(x)). Since #(x) belongs to E, the series C c,xn 
converges to 4(x) in the topology of E. Hence C &(c,x~) = C c,s,(x) 
converges to &,(4(x)) = h(x) in the topology of E. 
On the other hand, suppose that h(x) = C c,s,(x) in E. Since E’ is an 
algebra, by Lemma (6.8), g(t) f( t)” belongs to E’ for all n. It thus follows 
from the biorthogonality formula (4.1) that ( g(t)f(t)” 1 h(x)) = 
c,( g(t)f(t)” I s,(x)) = n!cn. 
Parts (A) and (B) follow from the fact that the natural Frechet 
topologies on EP and Ef are given by the indicated family of weighted sup 
norms. Finally, (C) follows from the remarks after formulas (6.1) and (6.2). 
This completes the proof. 
Just as for Theorem (7.11), when E is Y’(n!‘/f’), gp, or 8:, the analogue 
of Theorem (7.2) holds for the weak topology on E given by E’. The 
analogous expansion theorem for E,, the space of functions of minimal 
type (which is given as Theorem (4.9) above), follows from Theorem (6.10). 
In Section 4, this result follows from Theorem (3.13). The statements of 
Theorems (3.13) and (6.10) are identical. However, if we examine the 
proofs of these theorems we see that, for h(x) of minimal type, 
Theorem (3.13) shows that h(x) =C c,s,(x) converges in the norm of 
c,,(n!/r”) for all r > 0, while Theorem (6.10) shows the stronger convergence 
in some cO(n!/o,) with lim(o,)“” = 0. 
We now prove convergence of the power-series expansion of formula 
(4.3) in duals of spaces of functions of exponential order less than one. This 
is the analogue of Theorems (4.11) and Corollary (4.12). 
THEOREM (7.3). Suppose that E’ is I’(r”/n!“-‘) for ~22, (&‘)I for 
0 < p ,< 1, or (8f)‘for 0 < p < 1 and 0 < t Q co, and that s,(x) is Sheffer for 
(g(t), f(t)). Iff(t) and g(t) belong to E’ (in particular iff(t) and g(t) have 
positive radius of convergence), then the expansion $( t ) = C,“= ,, c, g(t) f(t)” 
of formula (4.3) converges in the natural Bunuch or FrCchet topology on E’. 
Proof: As before, we may assume the coeflicient of t in f(t) is 1. It then 
follows from Theorems (6.5) or (6.9) (or from the simpler Theorem (6.6) 
instead of Theorem (6.9) when f(t) and g(t) have positive radius of 
convergence) that 1,, is an invertible linear operator on E. Then, from 
Lemmas (2.6) and (6.8), we have that AZ,/ is an invertible linear operator 
on E’. Since E’ is continuously imbedded in C[[t]], it follows from the 
closed graph theorem that AZ, is continuous on E’. Let h(t) = C c, t” be 
,?.z,($(t)). Since h(t) belongs to E’, the series z c, t” converges to h(t) in 
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the topology of E’. Hence 1 (A.:,)- ‘(c, t”) = C c, g(t) f(t)” converges to 
(AZ,,)- ‘(h(t)) = 4(t) in the topology of E’. This completes the proof. 
When E’=I’(r”/n!“-’ ) in the above theorem, we have that 
I/ k=O k=n+l 
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